Who is Afraid of Liberal Studies?

A FREE lecture given by our very own CSUF Liberal Studies Professor Jawad Ali with Liberal Studies alumni as his special guests.

You will find out why a Liberal Studies Degree offers the best Training in a Changing, Post-Human World.

Wednesday, September 26, 2012
from 4:00pm - 6:00pm
in SGMH2406

- During this talk, Professor Ali will not only prove to you that liberal studies is the secret envy of all the majors on campus but also that only a liberal studies degree will provide you with the rhetorical tools to speak impromptu on most any subject either in real time, virtually, or some combination of both.
- A liberal studies degree is not only for teachers; it is great preparation for almost any career!
- The guest alumni speakers will explain to you exactly how Liberal Studies has helped them in each of their pursuits.
- This is rare event, so take advantage of this opportunity for some very helpful information!
- You can write to the speaker with questions ahead of time if you'd like: jali@fullerton.edu.